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In the proposal my starting point was Jennifer Clement’s Prayers for the Stolen (2014) and Daniela 

Jáuregui’s Madona Negra (2016).1 Clement’s book is about Mexican Indigenous women living in 

a small village near Acapulco. Clement has a very good insight into their reality, their marginal 

position in Mexican society, as she had not only lived in Mexico, but she made a background 

research in women’s prison for her book. 

The novel unfolds through the partial perspective of the autodiegetic narrative of a 13 year old girl 

(Ladydi). Although this perspective, her way of thinking and conceiving the world seems partial 

on one level, as the novel unfolds, on another level a different attitude to life reveals itself for the 

reader and the complexity of mistreatment of nature and the mistreatment of Indigenous women 

become visible. 

There are three major, interrelated themes in this respect: one is the socio-political reality of 

Mexican Indigenous women. In Clement’s novel, there are only women living in the village, men 

left for the US to work and occasionally send money back to their families (or they were “stolen” 

by drug traffickers to work on poppy fields or marijuana crop (p. 9). It is striking that the children 

are only girls as well. The community of women tries to survive in a hostile environment. They are 

second rate citizens in Mexico: Not only men are missing, but health care (doctors either come 

only guarded by soldiers or one should go to the city), or proper education (which is provided by 

men sent from Mexico city as a social service), but they are in the hands of drug traffickers: they 

can be kidnapped and sold as domestic workers or prostitutes. As Clement notes, „you can sell a 

drug once, but you can sell a little girl many times a day”.2 Ladydi’s narrative thus is a very strong 

narrative of disenfranchised women. These women are sold and bought as slaves – the paradigm 

example of Agamben’s “bare life”.3 

The second is their “mythical-fabulous” thinking: Ladydi’s narrative merges facts and fiction, her 

way of describing the environment and their everyday life is full of fictional-mythical elements 
 

1 Jennifer Clement, Prayers for the Stolen, New York, Hogarth, 2014. 
2  http://www.dw.com/en/jennifer-clement-girls-hide-from-drug-cartel-in-self-dug-holes/a-17958004 
3 T. J. Demos, The Migrant Image: The Art and Politics of Documentary during Global Crisis, Duke University 
Press, 2013, xiv. Compare Agamben’s term: „bare life” in Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and 
Bare Life, Stanford University Press, 1998. 
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(e.g. baby Maria’s hare lip as a curse; the animals gathering around their house before the 

earthquake is a warning sign before Maria was shot in the hand by Ladydi’s mother, the start of all 

the girls period on the night the teacher from Mexico City sees Paula naked in school as if her body 

was symbolically all of theirs). 

The third is nature: on the one hand, the mistreatment of nature by the Mexican government. One 

example is the constant threat of being burned by Paraquat (55), which is dumped over the jungle 

instead of the poppy or marijuana field. This goes back to the socio-political question of “bare life” 

of people living in villages, but also the mistreatment of nature, as the jungle has no value except 

for hiding marijuana and poppy fields. On the other hand, Indigenous knowledge of the jungle 

appears in the narrative. Ladydi knows all the insects, types of ants, can interpret noises, knows 

healing and poisonous, or nurturing plants, and trees. To live in/ with jungle one has to understand 

the language of the jungle. Her knowledge of the jungle allows for surviving in it. 

These are the circumstances within which Indigenous women live and try to adapt for surviving in 

Clement’s work. It is not a bucolic paradise. Home and belonging are conceived within the mixture 

of Mexican socio-political reality, Americanised values, and Indigenous village life. Their culture 

is partly lost as television penetrates the everyday, especially Ladydi’s mother. 

Daniela Jáuregui’s artworks convey this experience in a different medium. What Jáuregui depicts 

with her paintings in her exhibition Madona Negra coincides with what Jennifer Clement writes 

about Mexican women, the paintings most emphatically put forward is the role of marginalised 

women in society.4 The depravity of women from basic rights or from the right of choice to a life 

they prefer to live is thematised in a number of paintings: Black Venus it is full of cultural 

references to female role in society, amalgamated with Mexican Indian references. it is not only 

reminiscent of a number of Venus paintings but of Manet’s Olympia, which is a reference to 

Goya’s Maja, an ideal beauty who is presumably a prostitute and. In Jáuregui’s painting, all these 

reference points are condensed in the figure of the coloured beauty, who is sold and used as “raw 

meat”. Fresh Meat for Cannibals, The Voyeur or The Tools, commemorating the women killed in 

Mexico also call attention to these problems. 
 
 
 
 

4 Madona Negra, Bratislava, Bratislava, National Theater, 2016. 



This is how representation can function, to call attention for structural problems which are not 

given account of e.g. in mainstream media.5 However, in recent times there is a palpable shift to 

practice. The vast literature, exhibition projects, and art projects which focus on the critique of the 

so called “Anthroposcene” (e. g. T. J. Demos, Macarena Gómez-Barris, Donna Haraway ), or the 

“Posthuman” (Braidotti-Hlavajova) turn toward experimental art projects which go beyond 

representation, and attempt to provide a different frame of mind or attitude – for Haraway it is to 

tell another (sci-fi) story for earthly survival, for Braidotti to represent new forms of 

interconnection between humans and non- human factors and agents (p. 2), for Demos and Martens 

to experiment with sustainable local projects (like the IHA in Congo).6 

As a contemporary practical answer to social, political and environmental problems Jáuregui and 

her partner artist Stano Cerny’s community based long term experimental art project, Jaguar Negro 

(in Pueblo Sacbe) in the jungle of Playa del Carmen incorporates Indigenous knowledge of co- 

living with the natural environment and aims to set up a case example for how the knowledge of 

sustaining forms in mutual co-habitance can change cultural views and promote attitudes to fluid, 

sustainable forms of life.7 Jaguar Negro hosts social, cultural, ecological and art projects, which 

promote connections between nature and culture, and incorporates Indigenous knowledge of living 

with nature.8 

The framework of the project is the Pueblo Sacbe, a commercial enterprise which was initiated by 

an American entrepreneur as a business, selling an “exotic, ecological friendly lifestyle”.9 

Indigenous knowledge and ecological concerns partly came into the picture on the one hand, 

because it was also an inexpensive alternative to connecting to the infrastructure of the city and it 

fitted into the overall idea, on the other hand, local labour force was cheap. When Hari Siliceo, an 
 
 

5 Yve-Alain Bois, Benjamin Buchloch, Hall Foster, Rosalind Krauss eds. Art since 1900: Modernism, 
Antimodernism, Postmodernism, Thames and Hudson, New York, 2016, 818-823. 
6 T. J. Demos, Against the Anthroposcene, Visual Culture and Environment Today, Sternberg Press, 2017.; T. J. Demos, 
Decolonising Nature, Contemporary Art and the Politics of Nature, Sternberg Press, 2016. 
Macarena Gómez- Barris, Extractive Zone: Social Ecologies and Decolonial Perspective, Duke UP, 2017. 
Davis Turpin, Art in the Anthropocene: Encounters among Aesthetics, Politics, Environments and Epistemologies, 
London, Open Humanities Press, 2015. 
Donna Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucucene, Durham and London: Duke University 
Press, 2016. 
Rosi Bradiotti és Maria Hlavajova Posthuman Glossary, Bloomsbury Academic, London, 2018 . 
7  https://www.hammocksandruins.com/articles-hammocks/pueblo-sacbe 
8  https://residencia-de-arte-jaguar-negro.ueniweb.com/ 
9 https://pueblosacbe.com/ 
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architect moved in, the Maya knowledge of building started to make a different sense. A complete 

attitude to living with nature in the jungle was slowly developed. Today, the art project Jaguar 

Negro is one part of Pueblo Sacbe, but it is using all the knowledge that was gained slowly by 

living and developing the place which proved to be vital for “surviving” there. One of the aims of 

the inhabitants is to protect the jungle in an area where massive tourism and investment into real 

estate ruins the natural environment. 

In terms of co-living with nature, with incorporating Indigenous knowledge and co-working with 

the Mayan community, five different aspects are important. 

First the architecture. The house (Jaguar Negro) is considered to be a living sculpture of Stano 

Cerny. The design and the initial building (as in most houses in the area) was a collaboration with 

Hari Siliceo and Mayan people as the video shows.10 The houses are built around the trees, the 

material is ecologically sustainable, made of local materials like lime stone, tropical woods 

(Zapote, Chechen, Catalox, Frijolillo, Ciricote, Tzalam), the mosaic decoration is from glass 

bottles, shells and coral sand for the final called “sascab”. Houses are built to withstand the yearly 

hurricane season: there are no straight walls, everything is rounded, in harmony with the nature to 

give the least resistance to the wind. There are no glass windows, so the wind can freely move 

through the house. This however requires a very flexible mind of living as most objects in the house 

can be swept around by the wind. 

The windows are covered by a thick mosquito net, but partly the building is open to the jungle. So 

snakes, bugs, bats, mice, and small critters (cereques, tlacuache, birds, fireflies, squirrel, gekos, 

frogs, flying ants, and many others) are cohabitants (can sleep under the bed or eat the foot from 

the table). 

The second is water. Drinking water still has to be bought. For washing, watering, bathing etc. 

water comes from the caves underneath the plot or from the rain. Each house has a well to pump 

water from the cave (called “cenote” which symbolically stands for the belly of Mother Earth), 

which is then pumped up and collected in a container called “tinaco” on the roof of the house. The 

water here is treated with chlorine and distributed to the bathroom and the kitchen mains. After use 

it becomes grey or black water. Grey water is going through a set of filters “carbon, sand, lime 
 
 

10 La Casa Nave https://youtu.be/yev2aHJacN0 



stone, then it goes through a “corridor” and the roots of the plants (bamboo, carrizo reed, banana) 

filter it, then the last phase is the water reservoir with water lily and fish (juil descolorido) to finish 

the cleaning process. Then it is used for watering the garden. Black water is waste water from the 

toilet: it is collected in a septic tank with several chambers where it is decomposed by bacteria and 

red worms (lombriz roja), then this is collected and taken by the local service. So water usage has 

to be very conscious and limited. 

The third is electricity. It is produced by solar system. The use of electricity therefore depends on 

the amount of sunny hours. Electric devices are scarce, lamps, notebooks etc. should be used 

consciously. The roads are made of lime stones as in Mayan culture which glow in the Moon light, 

so no lamps are needed at night. Working hours should match sunny hours, which also requires 

restructuring living and working activities. Microwave oven or fridge are impossible to have at this 

phase. It means that one has to learn how long certain vegetables, fruits etc. can be kept without 

fridge. Meat, milk, eggs have to be fresh, so the regular diet changes here from meat based to 

vegetable, fruit and grain based diet. 

The fourth is therefore food: most of the food comes from the city or from local Maya producers. 

But there is an experimental phase of growing Mayan vegetables and the Mayan alternative to corn: 

ramon.11 Because of the caves the soil is shallow therefore it is not suitable for normal planting, so 

there is also an ongoing experiment with the Maya garden technique. 

And the fifth is the cultural exchange: there is an art school run by Jáuregui Taller de Arte la Jungla 

for all age group, with art classes, workshops, creative activities, and an experimental education 

school for children called Kookay run by Daniela Estrada Martinez. Both facilitate mutual learning 

one would say, in a manner of Paulo Freire’s inheritance. The school Kookay, although also a 

financial enterprise, aims to rediscover how Mayan knowledge can be used in present day, and to 

learn and adapt this knowledge for present day living and homemaking, also with the new 

generation of Maya and Mexican children in sight of the rapidly changing circumstances.12 

So on the one hand, the art residency (Jaguar Negro) slowly transforms into an experimental 

knowledge production and knowledge transfer place, a phenomena that is present in the recent 
 
 

11 new corn https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/species/ramon-treeBuilding 
12 www.kookay.fun 
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years of artistic research, which uses all forms of creativity that is beyond the Eurocentric detached 

concept of art and steps out of the gallery space. The fact that artistic processes of knowledge 

production proceed differently from academic and scientific ones is a strength here. In this sense, 

artistic practice is also a democratic tool and makes use of interpersonal exchange beyond social 

and cultural limitations. 

On the other hand, the whole project promotes values and ideas that are present in recent art works 

like Biemann-Tavares, Forest Law (2014), or Ernesto Neto, Huni Kuin (2015), or Carolina 

Caycedo, A Land of Friends (2014). On a community, or cooperative basis it is in line with art 

world examples like Renzo Martens IHA, Congo; Assamble, Granby Four Street, UK or Tereza 

Alves, Return of the Lake, Mexico.13 

The project thus does not aim to restore a lost past, but tries to employ local Indigenous knowledge 

and creative imagination to transform it into a mutually sustaining place based on constant learning 

and experimenting in present day changing circumstances; to promote cultural values based on 

merging Maya and Mexican experience, to learn from ongoing experimental knowledge production 

and to adapt it to changing ecological and social circumstances on the given territory. Finally, it 

also aims to protect the land from deforestation and massive real estate investment, to take care of 

natural phenomena like the cenote (as the Belly of Mother Earth), and the species (some also 

endangered) living in the territory. At present the community tries to gain a protected National Park 

status. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13   https://www.geobodies.org/art-and-videos/forest-law 
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Daniela Jáuregui, Black Venus (2016) 



 
 

Daniela Jáuregui, Fresh Meat for Canibal (2016) 



 
 

The architecture of Jaguar Negro (Pueblo Sacbe) 



 



 



 
 

Cenote at Pueblo Sacbe: Cave hole 



 
 

Cenote: Outside Cave 



 
 

Corridor of plants with banana for Grey water (water is underground, the roots clean the water) 



 
 

Last phase of grey water cleaning with fishes. 



 



 
 

Kitchen 



 
 

Mayan garden 



 
 

Mayan garden with pineapple 



 
 

Taller de Arte la Jungla, workshop 



 

Kookay School Project 


